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The accuracy of standardab initio wave-function calculations of atomization energies and reaction
enthalpies has been assessed by comparing with experimental data for 16 small closed-shell
molecules and 13 isogyric reactions. The investigated wave-function models are Hartree–Fock
~HF!, Møller–Plesset second-order perturbation theory~MP2!, coupled-cluster theory with singles
and doubles excitations~CCSD! and CCSD with perturbative triple-excitation corrections
@CCSD~T!#; the one-electron basis sets used are the correlation-consistent cc-pVxZ and cc-pCVxZ
basis sets with cardinal numbersx5D, T, Q, 5, and 6. Results close to the basis-set limit have been
obtained by using two-point extrapolations. In agreement with previous studies, it is found that the
intrinsic error of the CCSD~T! method is less than chemical accuracy~'4 kJ/mol! for both
atomization energies and reaction enthalpies. The mean and maximum absolute errors of the best
CCSD~T! calculations are 0.8 and 2.3 kJ/mol for the atomization energies and 1.0 and 2.3 kJ/mol for
the reaction enthalpies. Chemical accuracy is obtained already from the extrapolations based on the
cc-pCVTZ and cc-pCVQZ basis sets—with mean and maximum absolute errors of 1.7 and 4.0
kJ/mol for atomization energies and 1.3 and 3.1 kJ/mol for reaction enthalpies. The intrinsic errors
of the Hartree–Fock, MP2, and CCSD wave-function models are significantly larger than for
CCSD~T!. For CCSD and MP2, the mean absolute errors in the basis set limit are about 32 kJ/mol
for the atomization energies and about 10 and 15 kJ/mol, respectively, for the reaction enthalpies.
For the Hartree–Fock model, the mean absolute errors are 405 and 29 kJ/mol for atomization
energies and reaction enthalpies, respectively. Correlation of the core electrons is important in order
to obtain accurate results with CCSD~T!. Without compromising the accuracy, the core contribution
may be calculated with a basis set that has one cardinal number lower than that used for the valence
correlation contribution. Basis-set extrapolation should be used for both the core and the valence
contributions. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!30119-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In nonrelativisticab initio electronic-structure calcula
tions, approximate solutions are obtained to the molec
electronic Schro¨dinger equation. The errors in such calcu
tions arise from truncation of the one-electron basis and fr
approximations in theN-electron configuration space. Th
latter are characteristic of the wave-function model.

In calculations of chemical properties, it is essential
know in advance the errors that may be expected. In
paper, we address this issue for calculations of equilibri
atomization energies and reaction enthalpies using stan
wave functions and basis sets. We perform a statistical e
analysis for atomization energies for 16 molecules and
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reaction enthalpies for 13 isogyric~electron-pair conserving!
reactions where accurate experimental data are available
consider the standard wave-function models1,2 Hartree–Fock
~HF!, Møller–Plesset second-order perturbation the
~MP2!, coupled-cluster theory with singles and doubles e
citations ~CCSD! and CCSD with perturbative triple
excitation corrections@CCSD~T!# and use the correlation
consistent basis sets of Dunning and co-workers.3–7 Our
investigation concerns only closed-shell molecules conta
ing first-row atoms and the results do not necessarily ca
over to open-shell molecules or to molecules contain
heavier elements.

The types of errors that occur in connection with sta
dard wave function/basis set calculations have previou
been discussed by Dunninget al.8 and are displayed in Fig
1. For a result obtained with a specific wave function mo
and one-electron basis,the apparent~or computational! er-
.

9 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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ror is the difference from the exact result. The exact resu
the basis-set limit~the result obtained with a complete on
electron basis! for a full configuration-interaction~FCI! wave
function and may here be viewed as the experimental re
corrected for vibrational, nonadiabatic, relativistic, and oth
effects, that is, effects neglected when the electronic Sc¨-
dinger equation is solved in the Born–Oppenheimer appr
mation. The basis-set erroris the difference between th
obtained result and the basis-set limit for the same wa
function model.The intrinsic error ~or intrinsic N-electron
error! of the specific wave-function model is the differen
between the basis-set limit and the exact result. Note tha
apparent error is a sum of the basis-set error and the intri
error. For completeness, we have depicted in Fig. 1 also
N-electron error, which represents the difference betwe
the result obtained using a given wave-function model a
the FCI model in the same basis.

Even for small systems, it is difficult to calculate th
total electronic energy to an apparent error less t
10 mEh'26 kJ/mol—a large error compared with the acc
racy of many experimental measurements of properties
atomization energies and reaction enthalpies. Howe
properties like atomization energies and reaction enthal
represent differences in energies of systems of similar st
ture and some cancellation of errors can therefore be
pected when these properties are calculated. Moreover,
though the cancellation of errors may be expected to be la
for both atomizations and isogyric reactions, a difference
expected since the number of paired electrons is conserve
the isogyric reactions but not in the atomizations. The er
in the description of the Coulomb holes9 should therefore be
more similar for the reactants and products of the isogy

FIG. 1. Schematic definition of the errors occurring inab initio calculations
with finite basis sets and approximativeN-electron wave functions models
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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reactions than of the atomizations, leading to a smaller ov
all error in the calculated reaction enthalpies.

The Coulomb holes of a correlated wave function ar
from the Coulomb forces among the electrons and are d
cult to describe by means of one-electron basis sets.10–13 If
the cancellation of errors when subtracting total energie
not sufficiently strong to remove the deficiency in the d
scription of the Coulomb hole, explicitly correlated wav
functions may be used to overcome this problem.14–16How-
ever, calculations with such wave functions are still no
standard and are typically used to establish basis-set limi
benchmark calculations. One way to overcome the inac
rate description of the short range region of Coulomb ho
is to employ basis-set extrapolation.17–22 Different ap-
proaches have recently been proposed. The most succe
appears to be the linear two-point formula of Helgaker a
co-workers,22,23 which is physically well motivated and
based on a careful study of the convergence of the total
ergy. The two-point extrapolation formula can be used o
with basis sets that systematically improve the description
the Coulomb hole as do the correlation-consistent basis
of Dunning and co-workers. We here investigate the use
ness of the two-point extrapolation formula for calculatio
of atomization energies and reaction enthalpies. The calc
tions employ correlation-consistent basis sets with the ca
nal numberx ranging from 2 to 6~in standard terminology,
D, T, and Q are used for the cardinal numbers 2, 3, and 4!.3–7

These calculations allow us to calculate accurately statist
measures ofthe basis-set errorsfor the series of cc-pCVxZ
basis sets withx<6. Further, from comparisons with exper
ment, statistical measures ofthe intrinsic errorsare estab-
lished for Hartree–Fock, MP2, CCSD, and CCSD~T! wave-
function models as are the statistical measures ofthe
apparent errorsusing the cc-pCVxZ basis sets. The correla
tion contributions from the core electrons are analyzed se
rately to establish their magnitude and their convergence
function of the cardinal number for atomization energies a
reaction enthalpies. The two-point extrapolation scheme
also used for the core-correlation contributions.

Related work on atomization energies has been p
sented previously. For a set of 13 small molecules, Ma
used the CCSD~T! method and valence correlation
consistent basis sets augmented for all but the hydro
atoms.20 By extrapolation of the results forx53, 4, and 5
and by addition of core contributions, the mean and ma
mum absolute errors of the atomization energies were fo
to be 1.3 and 3.8 kJ/mol, respectively. The mean and m
mum absolute errors were later reduced to 0.5 and 1.8 kJ
by Martin and Taylor by extrapolating the Hartree–Fock a
the valence-correlation contributions separately and by us
a correction term for bonds involving nitrogen.24 In an ex-
tensive study covering several properties, Feller and Pete
calculated atomization energies for a large number
molecules.25 In an extension of this work, Feller and Pete
son later calculated atomization energies for 73 small m
ecules containing first- and second-row atoms; their best
sults have mean and maximum absolute errors of 3 and
kJ/mol.26 These results were obtained from valen
CCSD~T! calculations using aug-cc-pVxZ sets withx53, 4,
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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and 5, improved by extrapolation and by the addition
core-correlation contributions. In the most recent work, M
tin and Oliveira have calculated atomization energies for
small molecules and suggested two schemes for reducing
cost needed to obtain accurate atomization energies.23 For
the considered molecules, the most accurate scheme g
mean and maximum absolute errors of 1.0 and 2.7 kJ/m
respectively.

In the above studies, various extrapolation schemes w
used. For comparisons of the different schemes, we refe
Halkier et al.22 and to Martin and Oliveira,23 who both rec-
ommend the two-point extrapolation scheme, which is u
in the present work, and originates from Helgakeret al.21 We
note that Fast, Sa´nchez, and Truhlar27 have empirically
modified the two-point extrapolation scheme, optimizing
for atomization energies extrapolated from cc-pVDZ and
pVTZ basis set results.

Related calculations of reaction enthalpies have rece
been presented by Klopperet al.28 who carried out
CCSD~T!-R12 calculations and compared with convention
CCSD~T!, CCSD, and MP2 results as well as other comp
tational schemes such as CBS,29 G2,30 and density functiona
theory ~DFT!.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The 16 small closed-shell molecules in this study
taken from a previous investigation of equilibrium structur
that comprised 19 molecules.31 From the previous set, th
HNC, N2H2, O3, and HOF molecules are excluded and t
H2 molecule added, giving the set in Table I. HNC and N2H2

are excluded since accurate experimental data for atom
tion energies and reaction enthalpies are not available
HOF since the experimental data for this molecule is
error.9 The O3 molecule is excluded because, unlike for t
remaining molecules, its ground state is significantly infl
enced by static correlation. This may be quantified consid
ing CCSD~T!/cc-pCVQZ calculations, which for O3 gives a
maximum natural-orbital occupation number of 0.218 for t
virtual orbitals and the minimum natural-orbital occupati
number of 1.806 for the nonvirtual orbitals. For the rema
ing molecules, the largest maximum and smallest minim
natural-orbital occupation numbers for the virtual and oc
pied orbitals are 0.118 and 1.883, respectively~for F2!. The
H2 molecule is included to increase the number of isogy
reactions with reactants and products belonging to the se
molecules in Table I. We have considered the 13 isogy
reactions listed in Table II.

The molecular calculations of electronic energies
carried out at geometries optimized at the CCSD~T!/cc-
pCVQZ level.32 These geometries are highly accurate;
the considered molecules, the calculated bond lengths d
typically by 0.1 pm or less from the experimental equili
rium bond lengths.32 Electronic energies have been calc
lated at the Hartree–Fock, MP2, CCSD, and CCSD~T! levels
using cc-pVxZ sets withx<6 and cc-pCVxZ sets withx
<5. In the cc-pCVxZ calculations, only the valence elec
trons are correlated; in the cc-pCVxZ calculations, all elec-
trons are correlated. Approximate cc-pCV6Z basis set res
have been obtained by adding to the cc-pV6Z valence e
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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gies the core-correlation energy obtained at the cc-pCV
level. The core correlation energy is obtained as the diff
ence between the all-electron and valence-electron ene
calculated in cc-pCVxZ sets. Scalar relativistic effects ar
calculated at the CCSD~T!/cc-pCVQZ level. The molecular
calculations are carried out using spin-restricted wave fu
tions; the open-shell atomic calculations use sp
unrestricted wave functions. The reference wave function
the correlated calculations is thus restricted HF~RHF! for the
molecules and unrestricted HF~UHF! for the atoms. The
ACESII program33 was used to obtain the optimized geom
etries, the natural occupation numbers, the scalar relativ
corrections and the atomic energies; for the remaining ca
lations, a local version of theDALTON program34 containing
the coupled-cluster code of Refs. 35–37 was used.

III. EXPERIMENTAL REFERENCE VALUES

Experimental atomization energiesD0 with uncertainties
and experimental nonrelativistic equilibrium atomization e
ergiesDe are listed in Table I for 0 K. The nonrelativisti
experimental equilibrium atomization energies are obtain
by subtracting fromD0 : ~i! the harmonic and anharmoni
zero-point vibrational energy contributions (EZPE), ~ii ! the
spin–orbit energy contributions (ESO), and ~iii ! the first-
order one-electron Darwin and mass-velocity scalar rela
istic energy contributions (ESR). These energy contribution
are listed in Table I. The experimental uncertainties inD0

vary for most molecules between 0.1 and 1.0 kJ/mol. T
exceptions are CH2(1A1)(2.2 kJ/mol) and HCN~2.6 kJ/mol!
while for H2O2 the uncertainty is not known.

Experimental reaction enthalpiesDH0(0 K) with uncer-
tainties and experimental nonrelativistic equilibrium reacti
enthalpiesDHe

0(0 K) are listed in Table II. The nonrelativ
istic experimental equilibrium reaction enthalpies are o
tained by subtracting fromDH0(0 K); ~i! the harmonic and
anharmonic zero-point vibrational energy contributio
(EZPE) and~ii ! the first-order one-electron Darwin and mas
velocity scalar relativistic energy contributions (ESR). These
energy contributions are listed in Table I.

The zero-point vibrational energy contributions~ZPE!
used to obtain theDe andDHe

0(0 K) are obtained from ex-
periment whenever possible. However, for HNO, NH3, and
C2H4, they are obtained from calculations of CCSD~T!/cc-
pVTZ quality or better; for CH2(

1A1), the ZPE is obtained
from a variational calculation. For the five molecules whe
both experimental and calculated ZPEs are available, the
ferences are less than 0.3 kJ/mol. The anharmonic contr
tions are small—the numerically largest anharmonic con
bution is only 2.28 kJ/mol for CH4; relative to the total ZPE,
the largest anharmonic contribution is 2.2% for H2O2. The
higher-order contributions to the ZPEs can thus be assu
to be negligible.

The first-order spin–orbit contributions arise solely fro
the atoms since all molecules are closed-shell systems.
contributions are obtained from the experimental atomic l
els tabulated by Moore.38 The atoms with a nonzero first
order spin–orbit contribution are C(3P0) ~20.35 kJ/mol!,
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE I. Experimental atomization energiesDe ~0 K!, harmonic~harm.!, and anharmonic~anh.! zero-point vibrational energy contributionsEZPE, spin–
orbit energy contributionsESO, first order Darwin~Darwin!, and mass-velocity~mass-vel.! scalar relativistic energy contributionsESR and experimental
~Expt.! and calculated~Calc.! nonrelativistic equilibrium atomization energiesDe ~0 K!. All values in kJ/mol.

Molecule D0 ~0 K!a

EZPE

ESO
b

ESR
c De ~0 K!

Harm. Anharm. Darwin Mass-vel. Expt.d Calc.e

F2 154.5660.60 25.48f 0.03f 23.22 20.06 20.06 163.35 161.04

H2 432.0760.01 226.33f 0.36f 0.00 20.06 0.05 458.04 458.13

HF 566.2260.71f 224.75f 0.27f 21.61 2.02 22.86 593.16 593.20

CH2(
1A1) 713.1162.15g 243.22h 20.35 0.87 21.24 757.06 757.87

HNO 823.6360.32i 236.51j 0.72j 20.93 2.75 23.90 861.50 860.12

N2 941.6460.20 214.11f 0.04f 0.00 1.71 22.29 956.28 954.68

H2O 917.7860.15 256.36k 0.92k 20.93 2.75 23.89 975.28 975.32

CO 1071.7960.51 212.98f 0.04f 21.29 1.96 22.64 1086.70 1086.70

H2O2 1055.46 269.50l 1.50l 21.86 3.62 25.21 1126.91 1125.82

NH3 1157.8360.42 290.57m 1.59m 0.00 2.66 23.73 1247.88 1247.15

HCN 1269.8562.62n 242.00o 0.39o 20.35 2.73 23.67 1312.75 1310.72

CH2O 1494.7360.67p 270.41q 1.26q 21.29 3.67 25.09 1566.58 1567.78

CO2 1597.9260.50 230.48r 0.19r 22.22 5.34 27.38 1632.46 1632.77

C2H2 1627.1661.00s 269.74t 0.94t 20.71 3.46 24.63 1697.84 1696.81

CH4 1624.2460.57 2118.21u 2.28u 20.35 2.07 22.88 1759.33 1759.30

C2H4 2225.5360.71 2133.80v 1.58v 20.71 3.67w 25.04w 2359.82 2360.55

aUnless otherwise indicated the data are taken from Ref. 46.
bCalculated from data in Ref. 38~see text!.
cCalculated using CCSD~T!/cc-pCVQZ ~see text!.
dDetermined asD0 ~0 K!2EZPE2ESO2ESR.
eCalculated at the CCSD~T!/cc-pCV~56!Z level ~see text!.
fExperimental values taken from Ref. 47.
gWe have usedD fH

0 ~0 K!5392.562.1 kJ/mol for the3B1 ground state from Ref. 48~obtained by photodissociation from methane! and T0(1A1)53147
65 cm21 from Ref. 49. Other experimental values ofD fH

0 ~0 K! for the 3B1 ground state are 390.861.7 and 393.762.5 kJ/mol from Refs. 48 and 50
respectively.

hVariational calculation~including harmonic and higher order contributions! taken from Ref. 49.
iTaken from Ref. 51.
jCalculated values taken from Ref. 52.
kExperimental values taken from Ref. 53.
lWe have used the harmonic and anharmonic zero point vibrational energies which are obtained from PCPSDE~M! potentials in Ref. 54.
mCalculated values taken from Ref. 55.
nObtained by addingD0~H–CN!5523.2561.79 kJ/mol from Ref. 56 toD0~CN!5746.6061.92 kJ/mol from Ref. 57.
oExperimental values are taken from Ref. 58 and are based on an experimental quartic force field from Ref. 59.
pTaken from Ref. 60. See also Ref. 61.
qExperimental values taken from Ref. 62.
rExperimental values taken from Ref. 63.
sTaken from Ref. 64.
tExperimental values taken from Ref. 65.
uExperimental values taken from Ref. 66.
vCalculated values taken from Ref. 67.
wCalculated using CCSD~T!/cc-pCVTZ.
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O(3P2) ~20.93 kJ/mol!, and F(2P3/2) ~21.61 kJ/mol!. The
total first-order spin–orbit contributions in Table I vary b
tween 0 and23.2 kJ/mol. The first-order one-electron sca
relativistic corrections have been calculated at the CCSD~T!/
cc-pCVQZ level and vary between 0.0 and22.0 kJ/mol for
the atomization energies and between 0.2 and 1.6 kJ/mo
the reaction enthalpies. The individual one-electron Darw
and mass-velocity contributions are generally larger a
partly cancel; the maximum absolute contribution is for t
CO2 atomization energy where the mass-velocity contrib
tions is 7.4 kJ/mol.

We estimate that the uncertainties in the experime
De’s and DHe

0(0 K)’s in Tables I and II are at most 0.
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kJ/mol larger than the uncertainties forD0 and DH0(0 K),
respectively.

IV. CALCULATED ATOMIZATION ENERGY

In this section, we examine the accuracy that can
obtained in standard calculations of atomization energies
Sec. IV A, we discuss the apparent errors and the intrin
errors of the various wave-function models. Section IV
deals with basis-set extrapolations to accelerate the basi
convergence and approach the basis-set limit. The size o
Hartree–Fock and the singles, doubles, and triples excita
contributions to the correlated energies is detailed in S
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE II. Experimental reaction enthalpiesDH0 ~0 K!, harmonic~harm.! and anharmonic~anharm.! zero-point vibrational energy contributionsEZPE, first
order Darwin~Darwin! and mass-velocity~mass–vel.! scalar relativistic energy contributionsESR and experimental~Expt.! and calculated~Calc.! equilibrium
reaction enthalpiesDHe

0 ~0 K!. All values in kJ/mol.

Reaction DH0 ~0 K!a

EZPE
b ESR

c DHe
0 ~0 K!

harm. anharm. Darwin mass–vel. Expt.d Calc.e

R1 CO1H2→CH2O 9.1360.84 31.10 20.86 21.77 2.51 221.85 222.94
R2 N213H2→2NH3 277.8160.63 88.04 22.06 23.78 5.33 2165.38 2165.23
R3 C2H21H2→C2H4 2166.3061.23 21.67 20.79 20.27 0.47 2203.95 2205.61
R4 CO214H2→CH412H2O 2151.6060.79 95.13 22.49 22.46 3.48 2245.29 2244.66
R5 CH2O12H2→CH41H2O 2201.1560.89 51.50 21.22 21.27 1.77 2251.95 2250.58
R6 CO13H2→CH41H2O 2192.0260.78 82.60 22.08 23.04 4.28 2273.80 2273.53
R7 HCN13H2→CH41NH3 2234.0162.71 87.79 22.40 22.17 3.09 2320.35 2321.34
R8 H2O21H2→2H2O 2348.03 16.89 0.02 21.94 2.61 2365.63 2366.70
R9 HNO12H2→H2O1NH3 2387.8460.55 57.76 21.07 22.77 3.81 2445.59 2446.09
R10 C2H213H2→2CH4 2361.1161.28 87.69 22.54 20.86 1.28 2446.71 2447.40
R11 CH2(

1A1)1H2→CH4 2497.0662.22 46.74f 21.26 1.69 2544.23 2543.30
R12 F21H2→2HF 2545.8161.17 17.69 20.15 24.15 5.72 2564.93 2567.23
R13 2CH2(

1A1)→C2H4 2799.3163.12 45.78f 21.93 2.57 2845.71 2844.80

aDetermined from the molecularD0 ~0 K! values in Table I. dDetermined asDH0~0 K!2EZPE2ESR.
bDetermined from the molecularEZPE values in Table I. eCalculated at the CCSD~T!cc-pCV~56!Z level ~see text!.
eCalculated at the CCSD~T!/cc-pCV~56!Z level ~see text!. fSum of harmonic and anharmonic contributions~see Table I!.
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IV C. In Sec. IV D, we consider core-correlation contrib
tions to the energies and the errors introduced when the c
and valence-correlation contributions are treated separat

A. Apparent and intrinsic errors

In Table III we list four statistical measures of the a
parent errors in the calculated equilibrium atomization en
gies. The four measures are the mean error,D̄, the standard
deviation,Dstd, the mean absolute error,D̄abs, and the maxi-
mum absolute error,Dmax. In Fig. 2, the normal distribution
function

r~P!5
1

DstdA2p
expF2

1

2
S P2D̄

Dstd
D 2G ~1!

is used to illustrate the standard deviation and the mean e
for the three correlated models. Mean absolute errors
maximum absolute errors for the correlated models are p
ted in Fig. 3. Since the Hartree–Fock errors are consider
larger than those of the correlated models, they are not
cluded in the figures.

From Figs. 2 and 3, we see that the atomization ene
behaves in a systematic manner as a function of one-elec
basis set and the correlation treatment. For all models,
mean atomization energy increases with the cardinal num
x. Indeed, a closer inspection of the individual numbers
veals that, for all correlated calculations, the calculated e
librium atomization energies increase with the cardinal nu
ber. This increase of atomization energies with the card
number shows that extensions of the basis set favor sys
of low total energy—that is, in absolute terms, it lowers t
energy of a molecule more than of its constituent atoms.

For CCSD~T!, all calculated atomization energies a
underestimated and the errors decrease with increasing
dinal number. Forx56, the mean and maximum absolu
errors are only 4.1 and 7.0 kJ/mol. For the molecules in
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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sample, the CCSD~T! model is thus capable of providin
accurate atomization energies and may be used for b
qualitative and quantitative calculations.

For the cc-pCVDZ basis, the MP2 errors in Table III a
smaller than the CCSD~T! errors. For the cc-pCVTZ basis
the mean and absolute mean errors are also smaller for
than for CCSD~T!, while it is reversed for the standard de
viation and the maximum absolute error. However, the M
errors do not improve with cardinal numbers beyond 3. F
cardinal numberx56, the mean and maximum absolute e
rors are 32 and 104 kJ/mol. Therefore, the MP2 mo
should not be used for atomization calculations with larg
basis sets than the cc-pCVTZ, for which the mean and m

TABLE III. Statistical measure of errors for calculated all-electro
CCSD~T! atomization energies relative to experiment. Forx56 the num-
bers are obtained as described in the text. All values in kJ/mol.

cc-pCVx~Z!

D T Q 5 6

D̄ HF 2431.07 2407.93 2405.51 2405.04 2404.96

MP2 280.86 28.81 13.45 21.79 25.25
CCSD 2121.40 259.96 240.92 234.61 232.21
CCSD~T! 2103.07 234.00 213.46 26.61 24.06

Dstd HF 150.07 144.77 143.73 143.84 143.8
MP2 36.71 26.18 28.87 30.40 31.24
CCSD 45.18 27.14 20.78 18.77 17.8
CCSD~T! 37.19 13.58 5.64 3.08 2.14

D̄abs
HF 431.07 407.93 405.51 405.04 404.9

MP2 80.86 20.76 24.38 29.43 31.73
CCSD 121.40 59.96 40.92 34.61 32.2
CCSD~T! 103.07 34.00 13.46 6.61 4.06

Dmax HF 632.40 600.68 598.02 598.79 599.0
MP2 144.72 55.22 87.70 99.26 104.4
CCSD 177.81 107.34 78.23 69.03 65.1
CCSD~T! 155.71 51.58 20.15 10.71 7.04
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 2. Normal distributionr(P) of
errors ~in kJ/mol! of calculated equi-
librium atomization energies com
pared to experiment for the MP2
CCSD, and CCSD~T! wave function
models and cc-pCVxZ basis sets.
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and
mum absolute errors are 21 and 55 kJ/mol. At this level,
MP2 model may be used for qualitative work.

Apparently, for MP2/cc-pCVTZ atomization energie
there is some error cancellation between the approxim
N-electron treatment and the basis-set incompleteness. S
the cancellation arises from effects of different physical o
gins, it is not very reliable.

The CCSD errors decrease systematically with the c
dinal number—at thex56 level, the mean and maximum
absolute errors are 32 and 65 kJ/mol. The mean abso
value is close to that of MP2 but the maximum error sign
cantly smaller, suggesting that CCSD may be more relia
than MP2~see Figs. 2 and 3!. The CCSD model may be use
for qualitative atomization energy calculations.

From Table III, it is seen that the calculated Hartre
Fock atomization energies improve with the cardinal nu
ber. However, relative to the size of the Hartree–Fock err
these improvements are small. Near the basis-set limitx
56, the Hartree–Fock mean and maximum absolute er
are 405 and 599 kJ/mol and the atomization energies
typically underestimated by 40%. For F2, the Hartree–Fock
model does not even predict a stable system, giving a n
tive atomization energy. The calculated Hartree–Fock ato
zation energies are thus unreliable even for qualitative p
poses.

B. Extrapolated atomization energies for the CCSD „T…
model

The slow convergence of the correlation energy with
cardinal number is due to the inherent difficulty encounte
in describing the Coulomb hole by orbital-based wave fu
tions. In particular, the short range part, where the wa
function is required to be linear in the interelectronic d
tance r 12, is slowly convergent in one-electron basis se
For the correlation-consistent basis sets, systematic impr
ments are obtained with increasing cardinal number and
liable estimates of the basis-set limit can be obtained by
trapolating between energies obtained for two consecu
cardinal numbersx21 andx. The two-point formula gives
the extrapolated correlation energy21,22
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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x3Ex
corr2~x21!3Ex21

corr

x32~x21!3 . ~2!

The Hartree–Fock contribution to the total energy may a
be extrapolated and several such schemes have been
gested. Recent work indicates that extrapolations based o
exponential function may be the most reasonable.17,18,39,40

However, since the Hartree–Fock energy converges m
faster than the correlation energy, we have chosen no
extrapolate the Hartree–Fock energy. Extrapolated total
ergies are then obtained by adding to the extrapolated co
lation energy the Hartree–Fock energy,Ex

HF, from the cal-
culation with the larger of the two basis sets used in
extrapolation

FIG. 3. Mean~a! and maximum~b! absolute errors of calculated equilibrium
atomization energies compared to experiment for the MP2, CCSD,
CCSD~T! wave function models and cc-pCVxZ basis sets.
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Ex21,x5Ex
HF1Ex21,x

corr . ~3!

Since Eq.~2! is linear in the correlation energy, it applies
all linear combinations of total energies and in particular
atomization energies and reaction enthalpies. We use the
tation cc-pCV@(x21)x#Z or simply (x21)x for extrapola-
tions from cc-pCV(x21)Z and cc-pCVxZ basis set results
The cc-pCV~56!Z extrapolated energies are approximated
adding to the cc-pV~56!Z valence-correlation energies th
Hartree–Fock/cc-pV6Z energy and the cc-pCV~45!Z core-
correlation energies, which are obtained as the differe
between all-electron and valence-electron cc-pCV~45!Z cor-
relation energies.

The errors relative to experiment for the extrapola
CCSD~T! atomization energies are listed in Table IV. Unlik
raw atomization energies, the extrapolated numbers are
always below the experimental ones. The errors of the
pCV~DT!Z energies are significantly smaller than those
cc-pCVTZ energies. The mean absolute DT error is 15
mol and the maximum absolute DT error is 30 kJ/mol o
tained for CO2. The errors are reduced for larger cardin
numbers. Already at the TQ level the mean, the mean a
lute and the maximum absolute errors are smaller than
ones obtained in the pure cc-pCV6Z calculations and che
cal accuracy~4 kJ/mol! is obtained for all molecules. At the
Q5 level, the maximum absolute error is 2.5 kJ/mol and
the 56 level 2.3 kJ/mol. At the 56 level, the mean absol
error is only 0.8 kJ/mol. These errors are good estimate
the intrinsic errors of the CCSD~T! atomization energies
The 56 extrapolated CCSD~T! atomization energies are liste
in Table I together with the experimental numbers. Using
experimental error bars fromD0 on De , we note that 7 of the
16 calculated equilibrium atomization energies are within
error bars and that only 5 energies are more than 0.5 kJ
away from these errors bars.

To further emphasize the improvements obtained at
levels by extrapolation, we have in Fig. 4 plotted the norm
distribution function for both the errors of the extrapolat
energies and the errors of plain energies. The extrapola
gives a significant improvement at all levels—the norm
distributions from the extrapolated energies are alw
sharper and closer to the origin than those obtained from
plain energies.

Looking at errors per bonds~and counting double and
triple bonds as single bonds!, the mean absolute errors,Dabs

bond

for the extrapolated atomization energies are 8.33, 0
0.55, and 0.49 kJ/mol for DT, TQ, Q5, and 56 extrapola

TABLE IV. Statistical measures of errors for extrapolated CCSD~T! atomi-
zation energies relative to experiment. The (x21)x556 numbers are ob-
tained as described in the text. All values in kJ/mol.

cc-pCV@(x21)x#Z

DT TQ Q5 56

D̄ 214.67 20.23 0.08 20.44

Dstd 8.39 2.16 1.12 1.05

D̄abs
14.74 1.68 0.90 0.84

Dmax 29.53 4.01 2.45 2.31
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energies, and the corresponding largest absolute errors,Dmax
bond

are 26.2, 4.0, 2.5, and 2.3 kJ/mol. For DT and TQDmax
bond is

obtained for N2 while for Q5 and 56Dmax
bond is obtained for F2.

Per bond, chemically accurate atomization energies are
obtained at the TQ level, where on average the absolute e
is only 0.96 kJ/mol. The binding energies calculated for
N2 and F2 bonds are significantly less accurate than the
erage binding energies, as observed by Martin.20

C. Basis-set error of the different contributions to the
atomization energies

To illustrate the basis-set errors of the different con
butions to the CCSD~T! atomization energies, the mean an
maximum absolute errors of the Hartree–Fock and the c
relation contributions relative to our best results are listed
Table V. The Hartree–Fock contribution converges re
tively fast. The basis-set convergence of CCSD~T! calcula-
tions is dominated by the double-excitation contributio
represented by MP2–HF or CCSD–HF. At a given basis-
level, these contributions have similar basis-set errors, wh
are reduced significantly by extrapolation. Except for c
pCVDZ, the basis-set errors for the CCSD~T!–CCSD triple-
excitation contributions are, for a given basis, significan
smaller than for the CCSD~T!–MP2 contributions. The er-
rors of the extrapolated CCSD~T!–CCSD contributions are
small and for most purposes it is sufficient to calculate th
contributions by DT extrapolations since the mean and ma
mum absolute error at this level are only 0.7 and 1.8 kJ/m

D. Core correlation

Core and valence electrons have so far been tre
equally by correlating all electrons in core-valence basis s
The core contribution to the correlation energy is a sum
the core–core electron correlation and the core–vale
electron correlation. For a given basis—the cc-pCVxZ basis,

FIG. 4. Normal distributionr(P) of errors ~in kJ/mol! of calculated
CCSD~T!/cc-pCVxZ and CCSD~T!/cc-pCV@(x21)x#Z equilibrium atomi-
zation energies compared to experiment.
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE V. Statistical measures of errors in various contributions to the CCSD~T! atomization energies relative
to cc-pV6Z for the HF contribution and relative to cc-pcV~56!Z ~obtained as described in the text! for the
correlation contributions.

cc-pCVxZ cc-pCV@(x21)x#Z

D T Q 5 6 DT TQ Q5 56

D̄abs
HF 26.12 3.16 0.76 0.14 0.00

MP2-HF 84.78 35.88 16.03 8.16 4.79 15.29 1.63 0.41 0.0
CCSD-HF 66.35 28.06 11.43 5.59 3.28 12.10 1.35 0.54 0.
CCSD~T!-MP2 8.27 5.29 3.57 2.08 1.17 4.09 2.38 0.52 0.0
CCSD~T!-CCSD 10.16 2.53 1.03 0.49 0.34 0.69 0.10 0.07 0.0

Dmax HF 34.90 6.83 2.09 0.35 0.00
MP2-HF 130.87 55.26 25.44 13.10 7.71 31.39 5.24 1.19 0.
CCSD-HF 112.90 46.34 19.89 9.91 5.83 30.02 3.13 1.34 0.
CCSD~T!-MP2 16.81 7.85 5.13 3.05 1.67 6.81 3.77 1.03 0.0
CCSD~T!-CCSD 17.99 4.50 1.89 0.88 0.58 1.84 0.30 0.18 0.0
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the
for instance—the core contribution is determined as the
ference between the correlation energies obtained by co
lating all electrons and by correlating only the valence el
trons @CV~all!2CV~val!#. Table VI contains our bes
estimates of the core contributions to the CCSD~T! atomiza-
tion energies for the molecules in the sample. The core c
tributions are all positive and the largest is 11.15 kJ/mol
C2H2. For qualitative calculations, the core contributions c
be neglected but for accurate quantitative calculations t
need to be considered.

In passing we note that Peterson and co-workers41,42

from accurate CCSD~T! calculations previously have est
mated the complete basis set limit core contributions to
20.4, 3.3, and 4.0 kJ/mol for F2, N2, and CO, respectively
These values are 0.4, 1.2, and 0.8 kJ/mol smaller than
values. The major reason for the discrepancies is due to
different choice of method for the calculations of the atom
energies. While we use CCSD~T! calculations based on UHF
reference wave functions,33 Peterson and co-workers use t
RCCSD~T! ~Ref. 43! method which employ restricted ope
shell HF ~ROHF! reference wave functions. Future studi
must reveal which of the two methods is to be preferred,
we note that the UHF based CCSD~T! core contributions are
very similar to the ones that are obtained with the UHF ba
CCSDT model.44

Treating core correlation on equal footing with the v
lence correlation is expensive but may be avoided with
loss of accuracy. Taking the CCSD~T!/cc-pCV~Q5!Z corre-
lation energies as reference values, the mean and maxim
absolute basis-set errors of MP2, CCSD, and CCSD~T! core
correlation energies are listed in Table VII. Considering fi
the CCSD~T! model, the absolute errors at the cc-pCVD

TABLE VI. Core contributions to the CCSD~T! atomization energies cal
culated as the difference between valence and all electron CCSD~T!/cc-
pCV~45!Z extrapolated atomization energies~kJ/mol!.

F2

0.03
H2

0.00
HF
0.96

CH2(
1A1)

1.95
HNO
2.72

N2

4.52
H2O
1.98

CO
4.79

H2O2 NH3 HCN CH2O CO2 C2H2 CH4 C2H4

2.33 3.28 7.99 6.24 8.66 11.15 5.64 10.66
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level are large with mean and maximum errors 2.0 and
kJ/mol. At the cc-pCVTZ level, the errors are reduc
roughly by a factor of 1

2. DT extrapolation reduces th
CCSD~T! errors by another factor of12 such that the mean
and maximum absolute errors at the DT level are only
and 1.4 kJ/mol. The errors are reduced further when the
dinal number is increased. Also for the higher cardinal nu
bers the accuracy of the core correlation contribution is s
nificantly improved with extrapolation. Withou
compromising the accuracy, the CCSD~T! core-correlation
contribution may thus be obtained from calculations usin
basis set with cardinal number one lower than that used
the valence correlation calculations.

At the cc-pCVDZ level, the MP2 and CCSD errors a
similar to the CCSD~T! errors; for larger sets, the MP2 an
CCSD errors are larger than the CCSD~T! errors but are
systematically reduced with cardinal number and extrapo
tion. The major part of the CCSD~T! core contributions to
the atomization energies is recovered by MP2 and CC
already at the DT level, where the mean and maximum
solute errors are 1.2 and 3.2 kJ/mol, respectively, for M
and 1.0 and 2.1 kJ/mol, respectively, for CCSD. Beyond t
level, the errors decrease only slightly so that, near the ba
set limit the Q5 extrapolated values have mean and m
mum absolute errors of 1.0 and 2.2 kJ/mol for MP2 and
and 1.5 kJ/mol for CCSD. In high-accuracy CCSD~T! calcu-
lations, the core contributions must thus be calculated als

TABLE VII. Statistical measures of errors for the core contributions to
CCSD~T! atomization energies relative to CCSD~T!/cc-pCV~45!Z calcula-
tions ~kJ/mol!.

cc-pCVxZ cc-pCV@(x21)x#Z

D T Q 5 DT TQ Q5

D̄abs
MP2 2.11 1.44 1.24 1.14 1.20 1.10 1.03

CCSD 2.16 1.36 1.03 0.89 1.03 0.79 0.75
CCSD~T! 1.96 0.81 0.35 0.18 0.38 0.08 0.00

Dmax MP2 6.76 4.24 3.00 2.58 3.17 2.33 2.15
CCSD 6.33 3.34 1.97 1.68 2.08 1.70 1.45
CCSD~T! 6.08 2.78 1.05 0.54 1.40 0.24 0.00
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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the CCSD~T! level and extrapolation is recommended, ho
ever, a cardinal number lower than used for the valence c
tribution might suffice for the core contribution.

The core contribution is sometimes approximated by
difference between the cc-pCVxZ all-electron correlation en
ergy and the cc-pVxZ valence-electron correlation energ
@CV~all!2V~val!#. This contribution is a sum of the tru
core contribution defined above as@CV~all!2CV~val!# and
the difference between the valence-electron correlation
ergy obtained with the cc-pCVxZ and the cc-pVxZ basis sets
@CV~val!2V~val!#. The mean and maximum absolute valu
of these three contributions are listed in Table VIII for pla
and extrapolated calculations. For the cardinal number
and T, the@CV~all!2CV~val!# and@CV~all!2V~val!# contri-
butions deviate significantly and the@CV~val!2V~val!# con-
tribution have maximum values of 3.1 and 3.5 kJ/mol at
two levels. Above this level, the@CV~val!2V~val!# contri-
bution is below 1.0 kJ/mol and consequently t
@CV~all!2CV~val!# and the@CV~all!2V~val!# contributions
approach each other. For@CV~all!2V~val!#, the mean and
maximum absolute deviations are 0.15 and 0.52 kJ/mol at
5 level and 0.20 and 0.44 kJ/mol at the Q5 level. Extrapo
tion thus does not improve this contribution.

Accidentally, for small cardinal numbers, the basis-
error for the @CV~all!2CV~val!# contribution and the
@CV~val!2V~val!# contribution partly cancel such that th
@CV~all!2V~val!# contribution is more constant as a fun
tion of the cardinal number than is the true core contribut
@CV~all!2CV~val!#. However, the convergence is mon
tonic for @CV~all!2CV~val!# and these results can therefo
be extrapolated with confidence, whereas
@CV~all!2V~val!# contributions oscillate and extrapolatio
becomes impossible.

V. CALCULATED REACTION ENTHALPY

In this section, we analyze the calculation of reacti
enthalpies for the isogyric reactions in Table II. Section V
deals with the apparent errors and the intrinsic errors of
different wave-function models. In Sec. V B, basis-set e
trapolation is carried out for the CCSD~T! model; in Sec.
V C, the Hartree–Fock and various correlation contributio
to the reaction enthalpies are analyzed. The core-correla
contributions to the reaction enthalpies are presented in

TABLE VIII. Mean absolute values~mean abs! and maximum absolute
values~max! of core related contributions to the CCSD~T! atomization en-
ergies~see text!. All values in kJ/mol.

cc-pCVxZ cc-pCV@(x21)x#Z

D T Q 5 DT TQ Q5

@CV~all!-CV~val!#mean abs 2.65 3.78 4.21 4.38 4.25 4.53 4.5
@CV~all!-V~val!#mean abs 4.23 4.71 4.37 4.50 4.18 4.29 4.7
@CV~val!-V~val!#mean abs 1.58 1.02 0.27 0.15 0.43 0.25 0.2
@CV~all!-CV~val!#max 5.72 8.40 10.10 10.61 9.75 11.37 11.1
@CV~all!-V~val!#max 8.18 9.80 10.34 10.78 9.71 11.26 11.4
@CV~val!-V~val!#max 3.11 3.50 0.85 0.52 1.84 0.68 0.4
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V D, which also contains an analysis of the errors that oc
when core- and valence-correlation contributions are trea
separately.

A. Apparent and intrinsic errors

Four statistical measures of the apparent errors in
calculated equilibrium reaction enthalpies are listed in Ta
IX. The four measures are the mean error, the standard
viation, the mean absolute error and the maximum abso
error. The normal distribution function is used in Fig. 5
illustrate the standard deviations and the mean errors, w
the mean and maximum absolute errors are plotted in Fig
From Fig. 5, we see that, for all models, the mean equi
rium reaction enthalpy decreases with the cardinal numbe
the cc-pCVxZ basis sets. A closer inspection of the ind
vidual calculations reveals that, for all the correlated cal
lations, the reaction enthalpies become more exother
with the cardinal number except for the reactions R3 a
R10 which both involve C2H2. The systematic increase o
exothermicity confirms the observation made for atomizat
energies that extensions of the basis sets favor system
low total energy.

For the CCSD~T! model, all errors are reduced each tim
the cardinal number is increased. For all reactions, chem
accuracy is obtained withx55. For x56, the mean and
maximum absolute errors are 1.1 and 2.4 kJ/mol, show
that the CCSD~T! model is capable of providing quantitativ
estimates of the isogyric reaction enthalpies.

For MP2 and CCSD, the errors are significantly reduc
from cardinal number 2 to 3, but further increases in t
cardinal number further make small or no improvemen
Indeed, the mean absolute errors~and the maximum absolut
error for MP2! increase slightly beyond the cardinal numb
4. For cardinal number 6, the apparent mean and maxim
absolute errors are 15 and 50 kJ/mol for MP2 and 10 and

TABLE IX. Statistical measure of errors for calculated all electr
CCSD~T! reaction enthalpies relative to experiment. Forx56 the numbers
are obtained as described in the text. All values in kJ/mol.

cc-pCVxZ

D T Q 5 6

D̄ HF 14.96 13.33 10.73 9.26 9.04

MP2 22.21 0.34 27.63 210.49 211.00
CCSD 25.41 4.48 23.31 25.77 26.24
CCSD~T! 33.41 11.32 3.03 0.40 20.13

Dstd HF 39.46 39.04 40.61 41.24 41.37
MP2 31.15 19.53 18.27 18.17 18.26
CCSD 22.61 9.03 8.66 9.20 9.25
CCSD~T! 25.93 8.07 2.88 1.51 1.37

D̄abs
HF 29.78 28.68 29.14 29.06 29.04

MP2 31.00 13.74 13.49 14.46 14.73
CCSD 30.86 7.87 7.36 9.36 9.72
CCSD~T! 36.74 12.05 3.71 1.31 1.14

Dmax HF 115.11 112.34 113.20 113.67 113.90
MP2 76.56 44.42 48.74 50.00 50.49
CCSD 51.62 24.36 19.29 17.73 17.18
CCSD~T! 65.94 21.34 6.99 3.01 2.42
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 5. Normal distributionr(P) of errors~in kJ/mol!
of calculated equilibrium reaction enthalpies compar
to experiment for the MP2, CCSD, and CCSD~T! wave
function models and cc-pCVxZ basis sets.
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kJ/mol for CCSD. The intrinsic errors of both the MP2 a
the CCSD models are thus significantly smaller for t
isogyric reaction enthalpies than for the atomization en
gies, revealing that the error cancellation of higher-order c
relation contributions is more efficient for reactions that co
serve the number of electron pairs than for those that do
In general, CCSD is more accurate than MP2 for isogy
reaction enthalpy calculations but both models are us
only for qualitative purposes. As for atomization energi
MP2 and CCSD should not be used for cardinal numb
larger than 3.

The apparent errors of Hartree–Fock are largely un
fected by the choice of basis set. For the cardinal numbe
the mean and maximum absolute errors are 29 and 114

FIG. 6. Mean~a! and maximum~b! absolute errors of calculated equilibrium
reaction enthalpies compared to experiment for the MP2, CCSD,
CCSD~T! wave function models and cc-pCVxZ basis sets.
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mol. As for the MP2 and CCSD models, these errors
significantly smaller than for atomization energies since
error cancellation of the correlation contributions is qu
efficient for the isogyric reactions. In absolute terms, t
Hartree–Fock enthalpies are still far from chemical ac
racy. Considering the relative accuracy and disregarding
weakly exothermic reaction R1, the mean and maximum
solute relative errors in the Hartree–Fock enthalpies are
and 13%. For some qualitative purposes, the Hartree–F
enthalpies may thus be useful for isogyric reactions w
closed-shell single-configuration dominated fragments.

B. Extrapolated values

For the CCSD~T! model, we have used Eqs.~2! and~3!
to extrapolate the equilibrium reaction enthalpies. The sta
tical measures of the errors for the extrapolated reaction
thalpies relative to experiment are listed in Table X. T
mean and maximum absolute errors of the cc-pCV~DT!Z en-
thalpies are 4.4 and 10.8 kJ/mol, which should be compa
to 12.1 and 21.3 kJ/mol for the plain cc-pCVTZ enthalpie
showing that the DT extrapolation represents a signific
improvement. The improvement obtained from cc-pCVQ
enthalpies to cc-pCV~TQ!Z enthalpies are also significan
mean and maximum absolute errors are reduced from
and 7.0 kJ/mol to 1.3 and 3.1 kJ/mol. Above this level. T
extrapolation makes little improvement. Taking the 56 e
trapolated reaction enthalpies to represent the basis-set l
the intrinsic mean and maximum absolute errors of
CCSD~T! reaction enthalpies are 1.0 and 2.3 kJ/mol, wh

d

TABLE X. Statistical measures of errors for extrapolated CCSD~T! reaction
enthalpies relative to experiment. The (x21)x556 numbers are obtained a
described in the text. All values in kJ/mol.

cc-pCV@(x21)x#Z

DT TQ Q5 56

D̄ 2.71 21.13 20.82 20.31

Dstd 4.83 1.23 1.22 1.12

D̄abs
4.38 1.32 1.18 0.97

Dmax 10.79 3.14 3.49 2.30
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE XI. Statistical measures of errors in various contributions to the CCSD~T! reaction enthalpies relative
to cc-pV6Z for the HF contribution and relative to cc-pcV~56!Z ~obtained as described in the text! for the
correlation contributions.

cc-pCVxZ cc-pCV@(x21)x#Z

D T Q 5 6 DT TQ Q5 56

D̄abs
HF 11.11 5.06 1.92 0.28 0.00

MP2-HF 27.38 7.82 2.40 0.79 0.45 3.12 2.16 1.09 0.0
CCSD-HF 25.90 6.70 1.67 0.58 0.35 3.10 2.39 0.67 0.0
CCSD~T!-MP2 1.74 1.21 0.75 0.30 0.19 1.04 0.53 0.36 0.0
CCSD~T!-CCSD 2.21 0.82 0.29 0.11 0.06 0.41 0.13 0.12 0.0

Dmax HF 26.17 10.69 4.33 0.87 0.00
MP2-HF 54.10 13.28 4.77 2.01 1.29 6.72 4.22 2.50 0.0
CCSD-HF 46.94 11.47 4.23 2.20 1.42 7.93 4.51 1.48 0.0
CCSD~T!-MP2 4.19 2.45 1.71 0.85 0.54 2.46 1.45 0.84 0.0
CCSD~T!-CCSD 5.41 2.16 0.87 0.33 0.15 0.80 0.35 0.31 0.0
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is very similar to the corresponding numbers of 0.8 and
kJ/mol for atomization energies. The intrinsic error of t
CCSD~T! model is thus very similar for atomization energi
and isogyric reaction enthalpies. However, the basis-se
rors, especially for smaller basis sets, are very differe
making extrapolation more important for atomization en
gies than for isogyric reactions.

The 56 extrapolated reaction enthalpies are included
Table II. Using the error bars fromDH0(0 K) for
DHe

0(0 K), we see that for 8 of the 13 reactions the calc
lated numbers are within the experimental error bars, an
more of the 13 are less than 0.5 kJ/mol away from these e
bars. To visualize the improvements obtained by extrap
tion we have plotted in Fig. 7 the normal distribution fun
tion for both the errors of the extrapolated energies and
errors of the plain energies.

C. Basis-set error

To illustrate the basis-set errors of the different con
butions to the CCSD~T! reaction enthalpies, mean and max
mum absolute errors of the Hartree–Fock and correla
contributions relative to our best results are listed in Ta
XI. All contributions converge uniformly with the cardina
numbers.

The Hartree–Fock contribution to the enthalpies co
verge slightly slower than for the atomization energies.
contrast, the correlation contribution converges significan
faster for the enthalpies than for the atomization energ
Thus, whereas the basis-set errors of the Hartree–Fock
double-excitation contributions~as represented by MP2–H
or CCSD–HF! are similar at the T and Q levels, the Hartree
Fock contribution diminishes faster than the doub

TABLE XII. Core contributions to the CCSD~T! reaction enthalpies calcu
lated as the difference between valence and all electron CCSD~T!/cc-
pCV~45!Z extrapolated reaction enthalpies~kJ/mol!.

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7
21.45 22.03 0.49 20.95 21.38 22.83 20.93

R8 R9 R10 R11 R12 R13
21.64 22.54 20.13 23.69 21.90 26.76
193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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excitation contribution when the cardinal number is i
creased further. As for atomization energies, the basis
errors for the CCSD~T!–CCSD triple-excitation contribution
are, at all basis-set levels except cc-pCVDZ, significan
smaller than for the CCSD~T!–MP2 contribution. For most
purposes, it will be sufficient to calculate the CCSD~T!–
CCSD contributions by the DT extrapolation, where t
mean and maximum absolute basis-set errors are only
and 0.8 kJ/mol.

The DT extrapolated correlation contributions have s
nificantly smaller basis-set errors than the correspond
pure cc-pCVTZ contributions. The DT double excitatio
contributions even become smaller than the HF error at th
level and the HF error therefore dominates the error of
DT reaction enthalpies. Beyond DT, however, the extrapo
tions give little or no improvements, showing that forx>4
the deficiencies in describing the short-range regions of
Coulomb holes cancel for the electron-pair conserving re
tions.

D. Core correlation

Table XII contains our best estimates of the co
correlation contributions to the CCSD~T! equilibrium reac-
tion enthalpies. Except for R3, all core contributions a
negative. The largest absolute value of 6.8 kJ/mol occurs
R13; all other absolute values are less than 4 kJ/mol.
absolute terms, the core contributions to the enthalpies

TABLE XIII. Statistical measures of errors for the MP2, CCSD, a
CCSD~T! core contributions to the CCSD~T! reaction enthalpies relative to
CCSD~T!/cc-pCV~45!Z calculations~kJ/mol!.

cc-pCVxZ cc-pCV@(x21)x#Z

D T Q 5 DT TQ Q5

D̄abs
MP2 1.16 0.58 0.38 0.31 0.42 0.29 0.27

CCSD 1.05 0.54 0.47 0.45 0.50 0.51 0.46
CCSD~T! 1.08 0.44 0.16 0.08 0.20 0.07 0.00

Dmax MP2 4.38 2.45 1.60 1.32 1.64 0.98 1.03
CCSD 3.80 1.51 0.79 0.73 0.99 0.82 0.73
CCSD~T! 3.93 1.65 0.62 0.32 0.69 0.13 0.00
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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thus smaller than for the atomization energies. Clearly,
core-correlation contributions need only to be considered
calculations requiring high accuracy.

With the CCSD~T! Q5 extrapolated core-correlatio
contributions as reference values, the mean and maxim
absolute errors of the MP2, CCSD, and CCSD~T! contribu-
tions at various levels are listed in Table XIII. At th
CCSD~T! DT and TQ levels, the maximum absolute erro
of the core-correlation contributions are only 0.7 and
kJ/mol. At the DT level, the CCSD and MP2 models a
proximate the CCSD~T! core contribution reasonably wel
with a maximum error of 1.6 kJ/mol for MP2 and 1.0 kJ/m
for CCSD.

The mean and maximum absolute values of the@CV~all!-
CV~val!#, @CV~all!-V~val!# and @CV~val!-V~val!# contribu-
tions ~defined in Sec. IV D! to the reaction enthalpies ar
listed in Table XIV for the plain and extrapolated calcul
tions. The overall picture is similar to that for atomizatio
energies. However, for small cardinal numbers, the de
tions between the@CV~all!-CV~val!# and the @CV~all!-
V~val!# contributions are smaller for reaction enthalpies th
for atomization energies. The maximum value of t
@CV~val!-V~val!# contribution is only 0.2 kJ/mol at the Q
level and the@CV~all!-CV~val!# and@CV~all!-V~val!# contri-
butions approach each other, deviating at the Q5 leve
mean by less than 0.1 kJ/mol. Again, the@CV~all!-CV~val!#
contribution increases monotonically for increasing cardi
number and can safely be extrapolated. By contrast,
@CV~val!-V~val!# contributions oscillate, making extrapola
tion unreasonable.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In ab initio electronic-structure theory, the solution
the electronic Schro¨dinger equation is obtained by introdu
ing approximations in the one- andN-electron space. In this
paper, we have investigated the accuracy that can be
tained in calculations of atomization energies and reac
enthalpies when the approximations in the one- a
N-electron space are introduced in a systematic fashion.
one-electron space is spanned using the hierarchy of cor
tion consistent polarized basis sets of Dunninget al.3–7 while
in theN-electron space we have used the hierarchy of wa
function models Hartree–Fock, MP2, CCSD, and CCSD~T!.
For statistical purposes, we have considered calculation
atomization energies for 16 molecules and reaction enth

TABLE XIV. Mean absolute values~mean abs! and maximum absolute
values ~max! of the core related contributions to the CCSD~T! reaction
enthalpies~see text!. All values in kJ/mol.

cc-pCVxZ cc-pCV@(x21)x#Z

D T Q 5 DT TQ Q5

@CV~all!-CV~val!#mean abs 1.65 1.82 1.98 2.02 1.92 2.11 2.06
@CV~all!-V~val!#mean abs 1.49 1.39 1.51 1.81 1.71 1.87 2.12
@CV~val!-CV~val!#mean abs 0.63 1.64 0.53 0.24 1.75 0.27 0.08
@CV~all!-CV~val!#max 2.83 5.11 6.14 6.44 6.07 6.89 6.76
@CV~all!-V~val!#max 3.67 5.60 6.33 6.54 6.75 6.98 6.92
@CV~val!-V~val!#max 1.07 3.33 1.07 0.50 3.55 0.64 0.21
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ies for 13 isogyric reactions. The considered molecules
all closed-shell systems dominated by a single configura
and containing only first-row atoms but having a variety
chemical bonds. For all molecules, accurate experime
equilibrium data are available.

The calculations substantiate earlier findings.20,24–26The
intrinsic accuracy of the Hartree–Fock, MP2, and CCS
models is low and these models are useful only for qual
tive purposes. For atomization energies, the Hartree–F
results are particularly unreliable and cannot be used e
for qualitative purposes. Compared with Hartree–Fock,
MP2 and CCSD models improve the results significantly a
although the MP2 and CCSD models in mean give sim
accuracy, the CCSD model is found to be more robust, g
ing smaller maximum errors.

The CCSD~T! model is significantly more accurate tha
the other models. Indeed, at the CCSD~T!/cc-pCV~56!Z

FIG. 7. Normal distributionr(P) of errors ~in kJ/mol! of calculated
CCSD~T!/cc-pCVxZ and CCSD~T!/cc-pCV@(x21)x#Z equilibrium reac-
tion enthalpies compared to experiment.

TABLE XV. Deviations of CCSD~T! nonrelativistic equilibrium atomiza-
tion energies at 0 K from experiment~Expt.!. All values are in kJ/mol.

Molecule cc-pCVQZ cc-pCV~TQ!Z cc-pCV6Z cc-pCV~56!Z Expt.

F2 29.9 23.9 24.5 22.3 163.3
H2 21.4 0.4 20.3 0.1 458.0
HF 27.1 20.3 21.4 0.0 593.2
CH2(

1A1) 25.7 1.7 20.8 0.8 757.1
HNO 218.8 23.0 26.2 21.4 861.5
N2 219.9 24.0 27.0 21.6 956.3
H2O 211.8 20.5 22.5 0.0 975.3
CO 211.2 20.1 23.6 0.0 1086.7
H2O2 218.9 21.4 25.7 21.1 1126.9
NH3 215.1 20.6 24.1 20.7 1247.9
HCN 218.6 21.4 27.0 22.0 1312.8
CH2O 214.2 1.7 23.2 1.2 1566.6
CO2 220.2 0.8 26.1 0.3 1632.5
C2H2 216.8 1.0 25.7 21.0 1697.8
CH4 29.4 2.7 22.7 0.0 1759.3
C2H4 216.2 3.4 24.1 0.7 2359.8
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE XVI. Deviations of CCSD~T! nonrelativistic equilibrium reaction enthalpies at 0 K from experime
~Expt.!. All values are in kJ/mol.

Reaction cc-pCVQZ cc-pCV~TQ!Z cc-pCV6Z cc-pCV~56!Z Expt.

CO1H2→CH2O 1.5 21.5 20.7 21.1 221.8
N213H2→2NH3 6.0 21.6 0.2 0.2 2165.4
C2H21H2→C2H4 22.1 22.0 21.9 21.7 2203.9
CO214H2→CH412H2O 7.0 0.8 0.4 0.6 2245.3
CH2O12H2→CH41H2O 4.1 0.4 1.3 1.4 2252.0
CO13H2→CH41H2O 5.6 21.0 0.7 0.3 2273.8
HCN13H2→CH41NH3 1.6 22.3 21.1 21.0 2320.3
H2O21H2→2H2O 3.1 0.0 21.0 21.1 2365.6
HNO12H2→H2O1NH3 5.2 21.0 20.2 20.5 2445.6
C2H213H2→2CH4 22.3 23.1 21.2 20.7 2446.7
CH2(

1A1)1H2→CH4 2.2 20.6 1.5 0.9 2544.2
F21H2→2HF 2.7 22.8 22.1 22.3 2564.9
2CH2(

1A1)→C2H4 4.7 20.1 2.4 0.9 2845.7
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level, the mean and maximum absolute errors are 0.8 and
kJ/mol for atomization energies and 1.0 and 2.3 kJ/mol
reaction enthalpies. For the considered molecules, the a
racy of the CCSD~T! model is thus significantly better tha
chemical accuracy~4 kJ/mol!. For six of the molecules in the
sample, Baket al.44 have shown that the absolute deviatio
of the CCSDT and CCSD~T! atomization energies close t
the basis-set limit vary between 0.7 and 3.0 kJ/mol and
CCSDT results are generally in worse agreement with
periment than the CCSD~T! results. The accuracy of th
CCSD~T! model thus significantly surpasses chemical ac
racy only because of error cancellation between the con
butions from the full treatment of the triple excitations a
from the connected quadruple and higher excitations
maybe nonadiabatic couplings.

The basis-set convergence of the CCSD~T! model is dif-
ferent for the atomization energies and the isogyric reac
enthalpies. This occurs since, for the isogyric reactions,
number of paired electrons are conserved during the reac
while it differs for the atomizations. Atomization energie
are therefore more dependent on an accurate descriptio
the Coulomb hole than reaction enthalpies, where a la
cancellation of errors can be expected between the ene
of the reactants and the products. At the highest basis
level—cardinal number 6—the atomization energies h
mean and maximum absolute errors of 4.1 kJ/mol and
kJ/mol. Basis-set convergence has still not been reached
extrapolations are required to obtain the basis-set limit
atomization energies. To estimate the basis-set limit,
have used the two-point extrapolation procedure of Helga
and co-workers.21,22 For atomization energies, extrapolatio
improves the convergence at all basis-set levels. The im
tance of basis-set extrapolation is illustrated in Table X
where it is seen that, unlike the plain cc-pCVQZ numbe
the extrapolated cc-pCV~TQ!Z values are within chemica
accuracy. The extrapolated cc-pCV~56!Z values are also sig
nificantly more accurate than the plain cc-pCV6Z valu
which are even less accurate than the cc-pCV~TQ!Z values.
For the reaction enthalpies, extrapolation improves the
sults up to the cc-pCVQZ level, where all the extrapola
and most of the plain results are chemical accurate—
Table XVI, where we compare these results to experime
193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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In high-accuracy CCSD~T! calculations, it is important
to treat the core electrons properly. Our calculations sh
that it is advantageous to extrapolate the core contributi
calculated as the difference between all-electron a
valence-electron results, both calculated in the same c
valence basis sets. Without compromising the overall ac
racy, the extrapolated core contribution can be obtained
ing a set of cardinal numbers one lower than used for
extrapolated valence contribution.

It is important to recognize that basis-set extrapolat
can only be used as a remedy to remove inadequacies in
description of the Coulomb hole. If a major source of err
exist other than the inadequate description of the Coulo
hole, then extrapolation will not improve the results. Th
happens for the reaction enthalpies forx.4, where the errors
arising from the description of the short range region of
Coulomb hole become insignificant compared with err
from other sources.

The accuracy of the CCSD~T! results observed by us ca
only be achieved for systems dominated by one configu
tion. For multiconfigurational molecules, a lower accuracy
expected. An example is the ozone molecule, where two c
figurations are important and where the error in the
pCV~56!Z atomization energy is 11 kJ/mol. In this case, co
nected quadruples are needed to obtain chemical accura45
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